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This step-by-step guide to creating money and abundance was given to Sanaya and Duane by their

guides, Orin and DaBen. These wise spirit teachers have successfully helped thousands of people

to manifest prosperity, find their life's work, and fulfill their life purpose. This book is infused with

Orin and DaBen's consciousness of abundance that is available to you as you read to increase your

ability to create money and abundance.You can see immediate results in your life when you learn to

create abundance by following the spiritual laws of money and abundance. Section I, Creating

Money, is a step-by-step guide to using powerful techniques that work to draw to yourself all that

you desire that is for your higher good. You will practice creating what you want using energy,

thought, and magnetism, and linking with your soul and Higher Will, to produce results beyond

anything you can create with physical effort alone. You will discover what you want, and then draw

things and situations to you that will fulfill and satisfy you, and that are even better than what you

ask for.The second section of this book, Developing Mastery, will help you learn to work with and

move through blockages you may have about bringing abundance into your life. You will learn how

to uncover and transform limiting beliefs, develop unlimited thinking, listen to your inner guidance,

open to success, come out of survival and create miracles.The third section, Creating Your Life's

Work, will help you learn to make money and create abundance through doing the things you love.

You will learn many simple energy techniques to draw your ideal job to you, discover your life's

work, and do what you love for a living. The fourth section, Having Money, is about having and

increasing money and abundance in your life. You will explore increasing your abundance by

honoring your value and worth and increasing your ability to receive. You will learn how to create

joy, peace, harmony, clarity, and self-love with your money, letting it flow and increase. This book is

filled with inspiration and encouragement to assist you in releasing lack and limitation, open to

receive prosperity, believe in yourself, and create the life you want. There are many exercises to

assist you in energizing your work, magnetizing and drawing to you objects, money, clients for your

business, and more. Abundance is your natural state. As you use the information in this book, you

will learn how to let money flow readily into your life while doing what you love. These easy-to-learn

techniques, positive affirmations, and exercises will help you create rapid changes in your prosperity

and lead you to mastery over your life. You do not have to work hard to have abundance. You can

learn to work with energy to easily create what you want and attract abundance. Begin today to

strengthen your link to the unlimited abundance of the universe!Forward from Marc Allen, author,

publisher:"Since this book was first published, hundreds of people have written letters and

testimonials telling us how using the processes, exercises, and affirmations in this book have



brought them prosperity and changed their lives. The processes taught in this book have been used

by people from all walks of life to improve their financial condition, move out of lack and limitation,

overcome obstacles, and become magnetic to abundance. It has been recommended by

businesses to their employees, by marketing departments to their sales forces, and by people all

over the world to their families, friends, students, and clients. This powerful book shows you the way

not only to abundance but to something far more important: a life well lived, full of joy and

satisfaction. Marc Allen, Publisher, New World Library, and author of The Millionaire Course
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Network Quarterly, October 1997Money is one form of abundance that occupies most peoples

minds at one time or another. When I read the preface, I discovered this book included channeled

information. After reading it, I dont care who wrote it. Its good. It offers a common-sense,

spiritualistic approach to creating what you want in your life.Aquarius, Sign of the Times, February

1998If you were to ask a group of fifty people if they would like to be wealthy, chances are good that

all would say yes. If you asked them what they'd do with the money, some would say they'd quit

their jobs, travel or buy a bigger, better house. Still, many would say they'd change careers, do the

work they've always wanted to do.Its a fact that a greater percentage of the planets population is

working at ill-fitted jobs, and, they believe, ill-fated. But the truth is what you have and where you are

today are the results of all the choices and decisions you have made, and many have been based



on past programming rather than on the new unlimited thinking, as taken up in Sanaya Roman and

Duane Packers book Creating Money: Keys to Abundance. This book, filled with a wealth of advice

channeled to the authors from their spirit guides, was first published ten years ago, and applies

more than ever today.The New Times, March 1989This book is about more than creating money,

although that is the primary focus. Whether we like it or not, the Earth plane still uses money as the

system of exchange of energy. Many people within the New Age have wonderful ideas they would

like to implement but which are often foiled from the beginning partially due to lack of funding. The

approach used in Creating Money is that in order to manifest many of our visions and dreams,

money is needed and learning how to have money and use it to higher purposes is a good goal to

attain.John Harricharan for Body Mind Spirit magazine, September/October 1988Many books have

been written about money and how to get it, but most times they are filled with impractical and

theoretical ramblings. Creating Money by Sanaya Roman and Duane Packer is a refreshing

change. The authors have created an extremely practical and useful book to assist anyone who has

money problems.The book is divided into four sections, each dealing with certain aspects of the

money problem, but all four blend together in such a way as to give the reader one of the most

practical guides for becoming wealthy. Roman and Packer do not preach, but gently lead you

through a myriad of universal truths that impact directly on your pocket book or bank account.A

series of practice exercises combined with a number of worksheets (which the authors call

playsheets) assist the reader in following the true essence of the manuscript and, at the same time,

serve as a summary for some of the more important areas of focus.For all those who have ever had

problems with money, for those who are struggling to make a living, or for those who simply would

like to improve their quality of life, this book is a candidate for the Required Reading List. It should

be re-read many times and occupy a prominent place on your bookshelf.

This step-by-step guide to creating abundance was given to Sanaya and Duane by their guides,

Orin and DaBen. These wise and gentle spirit teachers have successfully helped thousands to

manifest prosperity and to create their life's work by using the simple processes contained in this

book. See immediate results in your life when you learn to:follow the spiritual laws of money and

abundance,develop unlimited thinking,listen to your inner guidance,use advanced manifesting

techniques,create your life's work,transform your beliefs,magnetize and draw to you what you

want.Abundance is your natural state. As you use the information in this book, you will learn how to

let money flow readily into your life while doing what you love. These easy-to-learn techniques,

positive affirmations, and exercises will help you create rapid changes in your prosperity and lead



you to mastery over your life. You do not have to work hard to have abundance. You can learn to

work with energy to easily create what you want. Begin today to strenghten your link to the unlimited

abundance of the universe.

This book is NOT about money. it is more about what your value system is and what you want to do

in life. If you ever watched Suzie Orman you will understand. Many times on Suzie's show her

callers have issues around money but more about themselves. So it is with Duane and Sanaya's

book.It is about who you are not what you want to buy. A must read for those wanting to manifest.

I wish I had bought this book a LOOOONG time ago. I think this is the best book I have ever baught

on manifesting and I have so many. I didn't think I would ever buy another book on manifesting

except the customer reviews compelled me to try it. I'm so glad I did. I Love, Love, Love this book!

Thank you another great book by Orin and DaBen. Reading this book was journey from poverty

thinking to prosperity thinking. I was told the same idea bout money and prosperity before from

other books but this book helped me to use the ideas here and now, and i actually felt the

differences. No more poverty thinking therefore no more poverty experience for me. I am on my way

to mastery for abundance.

Just finished this book today...have been implementing all of the meditations and practices for

manifesting. This really could be called create anything you want... Truth be told that which I am

manifesting practically is still in progress... In any case, being as positive, fantastical and idealistic

as I've always wanted to be is just plain fun! My favorite part of this book is it gives you full

permission to be as dreamy as you want. Your imagination has no limits and that is so liberating. I

finally gave myself to permission to dream my biggest dreams, ask for things I only could meagerly

hope for before. They say when you shake the universe's apple tree you're likely to get oranges- but

those oranges will be sweeter than all the apples you could have hoped for. Time will tell, but I sure

am a happy camper in the meantime!

This book contains a lot of valuable information about attracting money and other forms of

abundance. I've highlight something in each chapter. There are affirmations listed through out the

book which are very helpful. "I am an unlimited being. I can create anything I want."The reader may

have to read at a slower pace to digest the information. The author's eye opening perspective does



make you expand your thoughts. If you come from a place of lack, then you should read this book.

This has been a favorite of mine for years and it is the best written on this subject. Well ahead of its

time, it was useful way back in the 80's when I bought my first copy. It is not the usual predigested

psychobabble that a lot of abundance books feed you, rather it explains in a gentle and practical

way how the laws of attraction work as well powerful tools to heal blocks through exercises that

follow the books sections. Well done and thank you to Sanya Roman, Duane Packer and Orin & Da

Ben! (I LOVE ALL OF SANAYA's other books too!)

Just discovered this author a couple of months ago and I've already devoured 2 of their books.

Would highly recommend. The book is so full of tips and techniques, it will take a second read to get

it all. Its only been a short time since reading, but its already changed my perception of happiness

and money.

"Creating Money: Attracting Abundance" by Sanaya Roman&Duane Packer is a very good guide on

connecting with the vast resources of prosperity available in the universe. This book is also great

because it is helpful to many people from various backgrounds and all walks of life. What I enjoy

about "Creating Money" is that there are many facets and dimensions of abundance and prosperity

covered. What I mean by this is that this book also contains ideas on increasing one's ability to

listen to inner guidance and develop unlimited thinking. The following is a sampling of what is

covered in this phenomenal title:Following Your Inner Guidance(Chapter 5): This chapter covers

information on the several kinds of inner guidance. There is also details available on ways to

stimulate an intuition increase. The statements on the benefits of taking quiet time to reflect were

very persuasive.Miracles (Chapter 11): I found it wonderful to see that the chapter begins with the

how and why miracles are created from love. Creative information is available in this section

regarding tips to increase the miracles in all areas of one's life.Believing In Yourself (Chapter 15):

There is insightful details included as to why someone may encounter objections from those around

them as they choose the path that is actually the closest to their joy. The detail that was very

informative to me from this chapter is that having someone opposing you can be a blessing in

disguise. I love that the authors emphasized that it is essential to avoid letting other people's images

of what they see you doing influence your own personal dreams/ambitions. In addition, the authors

also emphasize that in order to joyfully change your life, the belief that something better exists must

be present. There are many uplifting and inspiring affirmations available in "Creating Money". My



two favorite affirmations from this book are: 1) All my experiences are opportunities to gain more

power, clarity, and vision (pg. 110). 2) I serve others to the best of my ability in all I say and do (pg.

233).Creating Money: Attracting Abundance by Sanaya Roman and Duane Packer is written in the

same type of loving and creative energy of the "Living with Joy" book. This guide is a healing and

unique to get if you are looking for something that contains a combination of ways to increase joy

and a higher receptivity to good luck.
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